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In recent years, advancements in micromachining techniques and nanomaterials have enabled the fabrication of highly

sensitive devices for the detection of odorous species. Recent efforts done in the miniaturization of gas sensors have

contributed to obtain increasingly compact and portable devices. Besides, the implementation of new nanomaterials in the

active layer of these devices is helping to optimize their performance and increase their sensitivity close to humans'

olfactory system. Nonetheless, a common concern of general-purpose gas sensors is their lack of selectivity towards

multiple analytes. In recent years, advancements in microfabrication techniques and microfluidics have contributed to

create new microanalytical tools, which represent a very good alternative to conventional analytical devices and sensor-

array systems for the selective detection of odors.
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1. Introduction 

In the last decades, monitoring of odors has been a relevant topic in applications such as air quality, environmental

science, health care analysis, or forensic applications . Moreover, humans' olfaction has long played a significant role in

industries such as wine-tasting, cuisine, perfumery, or product packaging . In recent years, the unconscious perception

of aromas has also shown to drive customers' behavior and experience throughout many different applications . Thus,

the value of good smell has recently become a competitive factor for many industries to launch new products and

services. In this context, new sensing devices and platforms that enable a fast, in-situ and real-time monitoring of odors

are on the demand for current and future industrial applications . Odorous species consist of volatile organic compounds

(VOCs), which generally evaporate from solid or liquid sources at relatively low temperatures (i.e., ambient temperature).

There exist hundreds of different VOCs that can originate unpleasant odors, and most of them can be detected by

human's olfactory system at concentrations that range from a few ppm (i.e., parts per million) to ppt (i.e., parts per trillion)

trace levels . Today, multiple gas sensors are commercially available for the monitoring of VOCs, and the selection of

the most optimal device basically depends on each application . Even though most of gas sensors today are still far to

provide sensitivities closed to biological systems, recent studies show that the level of miniaturization of these devices can

play a significant role to increase their sensitivity and overall performance . In recent years, advancements in

micromachining techniques have enabled the introduction of microelectric and mechanical systems (MEMS) for gas

sensing applications as well . Miniaturized gas sensors not only contribute to have more compact, portable, and low-

cost devices but also enable the in-situ and real-time monitoring of compounds, which is a key advantage for odor

monitoring applications . Moreover, reported cases show that sensors incorporating micro- or nanomaterials in their

structure (i.e., 0-D, 1-D, or 2-D composites) achieve significant improvements in their sensing performance as well. These

structures own a high surface-to-volume ratio, which enable a better interaction with odorous species and target VOCs, in

order to obtain higher sensitivities .

Nonetheless, a major concern of general-purpose gas sensors is their lack of selectivity towards odors and compounds of

different nature . Several strategies exist to improve the selectivity of single-based gas sensors, such as specially

functionalized surfaces, doping of nanomaterials, temperature cycling, or the use of multicomposite materials .

However, these strategies tend to foster devices tailored to a very specific application, which compromise their modularity

and flexibility of implementation. In order to tackle these problems, two well-known strategies exist to enhance the

selectivity of gas sensors: (i) the use of cross-reactive sensor arrays with pattern recognition intelligence (e-noses) 

 or (ii) the use of chemical analytical devices, which force the separation of each individual compound in a mixture,

employing long chromatographic columns or strong magnetic fields . First of all, electronic noses have been on

the spotlight of research for many years, due to their similarities to humans' olfactory system and their good performance

in the identification of complex odors and gas mixtures. Nonetheless, e-noses often present some limitations that hinder

their wide-spread implementation, such as short lifetime, sensitivity to masking species, considerable dimensions, tedious

operations, and high implementation costs, due to the nature and number of sensors employed by these systems, which
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can range from 2 to 40 units in some applications . On the other hand, conventional analytical methods (i.e., gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry) have been traditionally deployed in laboratory facilities, with bulky devices and

trained professionals to run them. Thus, despite of the high selectivity offered by these systems, they are costly, lack

portability, and provide poor flexibility. In this context, microanalytical tools represent a very good alternative to both, array-

based systems and conventional analytical methods, for the correct discretization of multiple odors. These systems

normally employ a single gas sensor for detection and have a very compact and portable size, which fosters the in-situ

and real-time monitoring of VOCs. In the last decades, many efforts have been devoted to the miniaturization of

conventional devices, such as gas-chromatography systems. Microgas chromatographs (µGC) try to incorporate all the

key components employed in large-scale systems in a small and compact device, exploiting the use of new

micromachining techniques. However, despite of the high performance showcased by these devices in some applications,

they still present some concerns, such as complicated and tedious configurations, short lifetime, high-power

consumptions, and high costs of implementation . The price of current commercially available µGC devices range

from 10 to 100 k€, which still limits their practical implementation in many applications . For this reason, recent

advancements in microfluidics have enabled to obtain new analytical tools for the discretization of individual VOCs in a

mixture. These systems integrate a general-purpose gas sensor coupled with a functionalized microfluidic channel, in

order to force the separation of analytes prior to detection . Compared to other analytical tools, microfluidic-based

devices avoid the use of long separation columns and complex electronics in their structure, offer a much simpler

configuration, and can operate at room temperatures . Hence, these new microanalytical devices have emerged as a

very promising solution for the creation of practical, low-cost, and compact tools for odor discretization. This review

intends to outline the potential of microfabricated gas sensors and new microanalytical tools in the creation of sensitive,

selective, and easy-to-deploy platforms for the purpose of odor monitoring. In the first place, this work focuses on recent

efforts done in the miniaturization of gas sensors for the detection of VOCs, as well as in the implementation of new

nanomaterials to increase the sensitivity and overall performance of these devices.

2. Gas Sensors for VOCs Detection

Recent advancements in microfabrication techniques and nanomaterials have enabled to obtain increasingly sensitive

and compact devices for the purpose of odor monitoring. This section intends to outline the different families of

microfabricated gas sensors that exist for the sensitive detection of odorous species. It is generally accepted that VOCs

are the main components in odors and aromas of different nature . Thus, for the purpose of odor monitoring, there is

the need of devices that can detect different VOCs at pretty low concentrations, ranging from a few ppm (i.e., parts per

million) to ppt (i.e., parts per trillion) trace levels depending on the application. In general terms, gas sensors are devices

that experience a change in one or several physical properties when they are exposed to vapor analytes . They

normally comprise a transducer and an active layer. The active layer converts a desired chemical interaction with VOCs

into a change of its intrinsic properties (e.g., optical, acoustic, electrical, etc.), volume, or mass. The transducer is then

responsible to trace these changes and convert them into a measurable electric signal, which relates to the analyte's

nature and concentration . Hence, gas sensors can be grouped according to two basic principles of association: (i) the

transducing mechanism being employed or (ii) the active layer used to interact with vapor analytes. Based on the

transduction mechanism, gas sensors can fall into four general families: optical, electrochemical, gravimetric and thermal,

or calorimetric devices. On the other hand, gas sensors can be classified based on the nature of the active layer they

employ for sensing. Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS), polymers, carbon nanostructures, biomaterials, hybrid

composites, and other nanomaterials are the six main categories of functional materials identified in the literature to

interact with VOCs (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. General framework with the different families of gas sensors that exist for the monitoring of VOCs. Gas sensors

can be classified according to two basic principles: (i) the functional materials used to interact with the different

compounds or (ii) the transduction mechanism employed for sensing.

3. Microanalytical Tools for VOCs Discrimination

Chemical analytical methods have been widely employed in large-scale facilities for the discrimination of multiple VOCs in

complex odors and gas mixtures. These strategies rely on the different structure and chemical composition of compounds,

with the objective to force their individual separation and achieve their qualitative and quantitative recognition .

Common laboratory techniques used for this purpose are: gas chromatography (GC), mass spectrometry (MS), infrared

spectroscopy (IR), or ion-mobility spectroscopy (IM). Among all these methods, GC and coupled systems (e.g., GC-MS)

are probably the most implemented large-scale techniques in analytical chemistry for the discrimination of VOCs .

The segregation power of conventional GC-systems is determined by the interaction of VOCs between a mobile and a

stationary phase. The mobile phase is generally injected in the form of a carrier gas (e.g., H, He, or N ), which is

responsible to carry target analytes through a capillary column until they reach a final detector . The capillary column is

then coated with a stationary phase, strategically selected to foster the physical and chemical interaction with vapor

compounds and force their separation . Thus, the working principle of GC-systems rely on the different “retention times”

that analytes spend inside the separation column, which depend on factors such as the nature of VOCs and the stationary

phase or the operating temperature . Even though conventional GC systems are highly precise and selective towards

hundreds of different VOCs, they need to operate in big laboratory facilities, and normally require of sampling processes

to collect, store, and transport gas samples directly from the source . In addition, preconcentration activities are

generally required to ensure the good performance and selectivity of these systems . Apart from their lack of portability

and bulky size, other disadvantages of conventional analytical systems are the high temperatures needed during

operation, as well as their long operating times, which can be up to several hours . In this context, many efforts have

been devoted in the last decades to the miniaturization of conventional analytical devices. A wide range of portable and

microgas analyzers are commercially available today for the selective detection of VOCs, such as the measurement

device X-PID Series 9000/9500 from bentekk  or the 490 Micro-GC from Agilent . Despite the portability and high

selectivity provided by these devices, they are still quite difficult and expensive to deploy, which limits their applicability.

Other commercial devices, such as FROG-5000 from Defiant Technologies are easier to handle and deploy, but they still

come with high costs of implementation . However, recent advancements in micromachining techniques and

microfluidics have contributed to obtain increasingly compact, and miniaturized analytical tools, which foster the in-situ

and selective monitoring of VOCs in a much cost-effective manner . Moreover, these devices offer faster response and

operating times, enhance the analysis of smaller volumes, and eliminate the risk of contamination, degradation, or loss of

samples being analyzed.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, this work has successfully showcased the potential of microfabricated gas sensors and new microanalytical

devices, in the creation of sensitive and selective tools for odor monitoring. These tools represent a promising alternative

to conventional analytical devices as well as array-based systems (e-noses) and open up a full window of opportunity for

the practical and cost-effective monitoring of odors in multiple applications. In the first place, this review has presented the

principal groups of microfabricated gas sensors that exist for the sensitive detection of VOCs. Based on their transduction
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mechanism, gas sensors can fall into four big families: optical, gravimetric, electrochemical, and calorimetric gas sensors.

The principal advantages and drawbacks of each transducer have been reviewed in this work. Besides, the working

principal and different typologies of these devices have been identified. In conclusion, advancements in micromachining

techniques can contribute to obtain increasingly compact, light, flexible, and portable transducers for the monitoring of

VOCs, which are key for the widespread implementation of gas sensors in odor-sensing applications. Second, this work

has highlighted the different groups of nanomaterials that can be employed to interact with VOCs. These can fall into six

main categories: metal-oxide semiconductors (MOS), polymers, carbon nanostructures, biocomposites, hybrid structures,

and other nanomaterials. Advancements in micromachining techniques have enabled to come up with 0-D, 1-D, or 2-D

structures, which can provide high levels of sensitivity. Owing to the high surface-to-volume ratios, nanomaterials provide

a better interaction with target analytes, which results in a greater overall performance and optimum operation. In the past,

these materials could not reach the performance of other high-power composites, such as conventional MOS. However,

with the conformation of new micro- and nanostructures, MOS and other functional materials (i.e., polymers or carbon

nanocomposites) are able to reach high sensitivities (i.e., < ppb levels), while still ensuring a low-cost operation. In

addition, hybrid composites, combining two or more functional materials in their structure, have enabled to increase the

sensitivity, stability, and overall performance of single nanocomposites in the detection of VOCs. Finally, bio-materials also

showcase great potential in the sensitive detection of VOCs and odorous species. Despite the good performance and high

sensitivity of bioelectronic devices, they require complex fabrication processes and need of very specific conditions to

operate, which still hinder their scalability and easy implementation.

On the other hand, this work has reviewed recent efforts done in the conformation of microanalytical tools for the selective

detection of VOCs. These tools could represent a good alternative to both, conventional analytical methods and electronic

noses for the purpose of odor discrimination. In the area of microanalytical tools, microgas chromatographs (µGC) have

been widely investigated in the last decades, due to their good selectivity provision and small and portable size. µGC

force the diffusion of gas molecules along µ-columns, which are strategically coated and designed to foster their

segregation. In order to optimize the separation efficiency of µ-columns, long channels with high aspect ratios (depth vs.

width) are generally recommended. In general terms, those columns that foster a higher sample capacity and promote a

better interaction between analytes and the stationary phase show greater performances. In addition, multiple-dimensions

µGC systems, with two or more separation columns in parallel, have demonstrated to improve the selectivity and

efficiency of single µGC significantly. Nonetheless, µGC systems need high temperatures to operate and require a carrier

gas tank and complex electronics to control all the µ-fabricated elements in their structure (e.g., injectors, valves,

preconcentrators, etc.). All these factors not only compromise the miniaturization and lifetime of these systems but also

contribute to tedious and time-consuming configurations, difficult operations, and high-power consumptions.

For this reason, microfluidic-based devices have recently emerged as a very promising alternative to those systems, for

the fast, versatile, and cost-effective discrimination of multiple VOCs in a mixture. Even though microfluidic devices are

still far to provide the segregation of other analytical tool, these devices have recently proven good selectivity in samples

with more than eight different analytes. Microfluidic-based devices count on an optimized microfluidic channel, which is

attached to a general-purpose gas sensor for detection purposes. Compared to µGC and other analytical methods, these

devices can operate at room temperature without employing a carrier gas, which results in a more compact and portable

design, low-cost fabrication, and simple and easy implementation. The segregation power of these devices relies on the

free-diffusion of gas molecules along the channel, which tends to be rather small. Hence, in microfluidic channels, the

physisorption of gas molecules with the channel walls is normally more relevant than diffusion to foster their good

separation. For this reason, microfluidic channels are generally of a few centimeters' length, straight, and designed to

achieve high surface-to-volume ratios (width vs. depth). Moreover, recent studies show that the nature and properties of

channel's material coating has an important effect on the performance of these devices, especially with nonpolar analytes.

Hence, the optimization of channels' geometry, coating material, as well as a good control of environmental factors (i.e.,

temperature and relative humidity) are extremely important for the separation efficiency and performance of microfluidic-

based devices. Finally, even though microfluidic devices are still far to reach the market and need of advanced technical

development, the combination of these systems with new microfabricated gas sensors showcases great potential for the

practical and low-cost monitoring of odors in future industry applications.
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